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The Challenge

The Client
Before working with Apex, Most-Fit’s growth was primarily driven by 
offline efforts. The Majority of their sales came from tradeshows and the 
individual efforts of people within the company. Their team actively goes 
out to Cross-Fit gyms across the country and creates strong relationships. 
Additionally, the fitness products space is a competitive one. Brands like 
TRX are well positioned with multi-million dollar marketing budgets to 
easily drown out the voice of a smaller, up and coming brand like Most-Fit. 
Before coming to us they had not done much in the way of SEO or online 
revenue optimization. 

The Solution

The first step was to bring Most-Fit into line with best practices. Taking care 
of basic things like:

• Properly setting up Analytics & Webmaster Tools. 
• Releasing site maps to major search engines. 
• making URL’s search engine friendly.

The next step was to get the Most-Fit website keyword optimized and 
better position their brand in relevant organic searches. Their biggest 
selling item is a “suspension strap” used in resistance training. They also 
sell a product called a core hammer that’s used to do a “sledgehammer 
workout without a tire.” Apex began optimizing their main website, blog
and videos for these keywords to ensure that they were visible in searches 
their potential customers were making. 



The Results
The keyword “suspension straps” is the 
one we were able to get the best 
traction with for Most-Fit. As you can 
see, TRX – their biggest competitor is 
bidding heavily for this keyword along 
with another company – but Most-Fit 
holds the first 3 organic placements for 
the keyword. 

Most-Fit recently launched a product
called the “core-hammer” that 
allows you to do “sledgehammer 
workouts without a tire” – this is 
another keyword we were able to 
optimize the brand for that has 
increased their sales exponentially.



The Results

Apex began working for Most-Fit in 
November 2014. As you can see, there 
was a steady upward climb in the 
amount of organic traffic resulting in 
sales they have received from that 
point forward.

To get a realistic picture of how much revenue our Search Engine Optimization efforts 
drove for Most-Fit we ran a report for e-commerce sales made in the last 4 months 
(since we started optimizing them) vs. the previous 6 months and found a 65% increase 
in total sales after just the first 3 months. We look forward to overseeing the brand’s 
continued growth in 2015 and beyond.



Contact Us

CONTACT US:
(310) 894-1218

info@apexdigitalmedia.com

We Sincerely Appreciate Your Time


